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Home Start School 

Oct. 17th-21st
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Monday 10/17/2022 Lessons

Weekly Concepts Overview:
Letter: O 
Phonological Awareness: If I say ___ you say ____
Writing: Punctuation
ELA:  Spiders and Bats
Math: Intro to Word Problems with Manipulatives

Phonics: 

1. Introduce the letter Oo. Explain that the letter Oo is a vowel and has two 
sounds.  Oo says /o/ and /ō/ (short and long sound). 

2. Practice “sky writing” the letter Oo. Make sure you are using the proper letter 
formation.
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3. Ask, “Can you think of a word that starts with Oo?” Write down on 
paper/in blue ELA journal as many words as you and your child can think of 
in a circle map like shown. 

Oo

octopus

Orange 

ox

ostrich 

oatmeal 

otter
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Phonological Awareness:

1. Say, “We will sing a little song to help us with blending. It goes like this:

If I say cow... you say boy- cowboy cowboy (you say cow and have your child 
say boy. Can they hear that it says cowboy?) 

If I say cat… you say fish- catfish catfish

If I say ball…you say game- ballgame ballgame

If I say air… you say craft- aircraft aircraft

Writing: 

1. Say, “We have been working hard on knowing what authors add to their 
stories! We have talked about detailed pictures, emotion, capital letters, and 
spacing. Today we are going to talk about something called punctuation! First 
we will talk about a type of punctuation called a period. Periods are tiny dots 
we put at the END of our sentences. A period tells the reader to stop. Listen 
to this sentence: ‘That is my cattttttttttt’ Uh, oh! I thought I was never going 
to be able to stop saying, ‘cat.’ What does my sentence need? Yes, a period! 
It’s important that we think of a period like a stop sign! It is also important 
that we use them in the proper place. Listen to this sentence: ‘That. is. my. 
cat.’ Does that sound right? No, I only put a period at the end of the sentence. 

2. In your story today let’s try to make sure to remember all we have learned. 
We use capitals, spaces, and a period to end our sentence. Let’s go!

3. Allow for independent writing time. 
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ELA: Spiders

1. Make a chart on some paper that looks like this. 

K W L

2. Explain that the K stands for what you already know, the W stands for what 
you want to learn, and the L stand for what we learned after our research. 
Start by thinking about what you already know about spiders and write them 
down in the K spot. Next, think about what you want to know about spiders. 
Write a few things under the W section. We will now do research. 

3. Go to https://pebblego.com at the top sign in using the username: lpl
(those are lowercase L’s) and password is the same: lpl

4. Search for “About Spiders” and read the information. It can also read to 
you. Click through all the tabs at the top that include body parts, food, life 
cycles… 

5. After you have read through the information, take some time to fill in the L 
part of your chart with any new information you learned about spiders. 

https://pebblego.com/
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Math: 

1. We will begin to introduce the concept of addition using tangible objects.  
Print out the Dino Math mat and cut apart the dinosaurs at the bottom. 

2. Explain that addition is the process of putting two or more things together to 
form a larger group. 

3. Read the word problem about the dinosaurs. “3 dinosaurs are in the water 
(place three in the water on the mat). 2 more dinosaurs are by the volcano 
(place 2 more by the volcano). How many dinosaurs are there in all?” 

4. Begin to fill in the blanks __3___ and __2____ make _______. Have your 
child count all the dinosaurs and fill in the final blank. 

5. Continue to practice with the other problem located on the print-out. 
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Tuesday 10/18/2022 Lessons

Phonics:
1.  Review the letter Oo by revisiting your circle map from yesterday. 

2. Watch the letter Oo video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RWbvHZBmrqk
Have your child sky write along with the video. 

3. Throughout the day, try to find other words that start with Oo and add to 
the circle map. 

Phonological Awareness: 

1. Continue with the song If I say____, you say ___. Use the sentences: 

If I say mid… you say night- midnight midnight

If I say grape…you say fruit- grapefruit grapefruit

If I say snow… you say man- snowman snowman

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RWbvHZBmrqk
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Writing:

1. Say, “Yesterday in writing, we learned about how a period is needed at the end 
of a sentence to show the reader where to stop. Today, we are going to learn 
about another kind of punctuation that helps the reader know where to stop- and 
shows emotion! We can you an exclamation mark at the end of a sentence to 
show we are excited or happy. 

2. Read or watch the book Exclamation Mark here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=enTsKnOmGY8&ab_channel=ElementaryCub
by

After it is over, try to remember some things the exclamation mark said once he 
realized what he could do. Practice saying them normal with a period. Now say it 
excitedly with an exclamation mark. Wow. Wow! Do they hear the difference? 
Which one sounds more exciting?

3. Say, “In your writing today, let’s try to use an exclamation mark. Do you 
remember a time you were happy or excited? Maybe when you got a new toy?” 

Consider having their sentence be “I like my toy!” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=enTsKnOmGY8&ab_channel=ElementaryCubby
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ELA:

1. Look over the K W L from yesterday to remember some new things you learned 
about spiders.  

2. Print the Spider Craft, color, cut, and assemble the spider on a piece of paper. 

3. Using the included spider paper, have your child write one thing they learned 
about spiders using the stem: Spiders can _________. It is ok if they need to look 
at the KWL chart and copy on fact over. Glue this paper under their assembled 
spider if there is room. If not, it can go on the back. 

Math: 

1. Continue practicing addition up to 10 using manipulative. Grab some 
manipulatives (legos, goldfish, beads).

Say this story, “There were 2 dogs” (move 2 manipulatives away from the others). 
“3 more dogs came to join them” (move three more manipulatives to the other 
2).  “How many dogs are there all together?” Have your child count them all. 

On some paper write _____ and ______ make _______. See if your child can fill in 
the numbers. 

Continue the process again, but this time see if you child can move the 
manipulatives. 

I got 5 balloons from my mom and 3 balloons from my dad. How many balloons 
did I get? ______ and _______ make ________.  
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Wednesday 10/19/2022 Lessons

Phonics:

1. Practice writing the letter Oo using the attached Letter Oo Practice 
worksheet (attached to the post). Focus on proper letter formation. While they 
form the letter, have them say the sound letter Oo makes.

Phonological Awareness: 

1. We will continue the “If I say, you say” game, but now use onset/rime

If I say /c/… you say /at/-- c-at c-at 

If I say /pl/…you say /ane/- pl-ane pl-ane

If I say /sh/… you say /ut/- sh-ut sh-ut
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Writing:

1. Say, “Wow! We are almost done learning about punctuation to end a 
sentence. Next, we are going to talk about the question mark. 

2. Say, “Do you know what a question is? A question is when you ask something, 
and you want to know the answer like, “Is that cat nice?” “Do you like apples?”

3. Write two sentences down on paper or in their writing journal. 

I see the cat              Do you want to swim   (leave off the punctuation)

Ask if they can point to the sentence that needs a question mark. What 
punctuation would they use for the other sentence?

4. Say, “In your writing today, let’s try to use our sight words and ABC chart to 
write a question. Don’t forget the question mark!”

ELA: Bats

1. Make a K W L chart for bats, like you did for spiders in the blue ELA journal. 
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2. Fill in the K (already know) and W (want to know) about bats. 

3. Go to https://pebblego.com at the top sign in using the username: lpl
(those are lowercase L’s) and password is the same: lpl

4. Search for “bats” and read the information. It can also read to you. Click 
through all the tabs at the top that include body parts, food, life cycles… 

5. After you have read through the information, take some time to fill in the L 
part of your chart with any new information you learned about bats. 

Math: 

1. Print the Weds. Addition Practice and cut out the pumpkins at the bottom. 

2. Read the word problem and have your child act out the story by gluing 2 
pumpkins in the wagon, and 2 pumpkins on the ground. Fill in the first 2 
blanks. 

3. Have your child count all of the pumpkins glued down and fill in the last 
blank. 

https://pebblego.com/
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Thursday 10/20/2022 Lessons

Phonics: 

1. Play a game called “Smack the Letter.” Write the letter O on a piece of 
paper/index card. Tape it or place it on the the table. 

2. You will say a word and if they hear the /o/ or /ō/ sound, they smack the 
letter taped to the table.  bot, tap, open, cop, pat, cone, fit 

Phonological Awareness: 

1. Continue the “If I say, you say” game using onset/rime. 

If I say /l/… you say /ate/-- l-ate l-ate

If I say /ch/…you say /ip/- ch-ip ch-ip

If I say /k/… you say /ick/- k-ick k-ick

Break Time!
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Writing:

1. Say, “We did it! We learned the different ways to end a sentence!! In your 
writing today, you can use any kind of punctuation you want! Should you write a 
sentence using a period, exclamation mark, or question? We can even write more 
than one sentence and use different punctuation for each! Don’t forget what we 
learned about capitals and spaces, too!

2. Allow for independent writing time. 

ELA: Bat Craft

1. Print and assemble the bat craft. You can glue it on a piece of paper, attach to a 
popsicle stick, or tape a string to hang. 

2. Complete the bat writing paper using the sentence stem, “Bats can…..” Use the 
K W L on bats from yesterday to review bat facts. 

Math:

1. Complete the Thurs. Addition Practice page. Your child will count how many 
candies there are and write that number on the first time. Next, count how many 
lollipops there are and write that number on the second line. Now count all of 
them to find the total and write it on the last line. 

2. On the third problem, there are just numbers. You can use your own 
manipulatives or have your child draw circles above each number, then count 
them all up. 
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Friday 10/21/2022 Lessons

Phonics: 

1. Complete the Find the Letter- Oo paper. When they find an O, have them tell 
you one of the sounds it makes. 

Phonological Awareness: 

1. We are now going to use the song to practice hearing a word and breaking it 
apart into onset/rime. 

Give an example first: 
If I say cat…you say /c/…./at/

See if they can break the word apart now into onset/rime
If I say pig…you say_____  ( /p/…/ig/) 

If I say sock… you say_____ ( /s/… /ock/ )

If I say clap… you say _______  ( /cl/…./ap/ )

Break Time!
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Writing:

1. Allow for independent writing practice. What would they like to write about 
today? Have them visualize the story before writing. Can they use proper capitals, 
spaces, and punctuation? It is ok to go back and  “edit” the story together after it 
is written if the punctuation is left off or there are too many capital letters or 
they didn’t start with one. 

ELA: 
1. Say, “Today we are going to compare and contrast spiders and bats! Compare 
means we will see what about them is the same. Contrast means we will look at 
what differences they have. We will use something called a Venn Diagram. Where 
the circles overlap is where we will write what they have in common. On each 
side, we will write what makes each one different.  

2. Rewatch both pebble go articles (About Spiders and Bats) if needed or review 
each K W L chart. 

3. Fill in the Venn Diagram together. An example for possible things to include is 
below. 
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Math:

1. Complete the Fri. Addition Practice sheet by counting each kind of object 
and writing the numbers on the first and second lines. Count all of them 
together and write it on the last line.
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and make

vvvv
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Dino Math Addition
Directions: Cut out the dinosaurs at the bottom of the 
picture. Use them to act out the problem on the picture 
mat. Record the numbers on the line as you go.  

3 dinosaurs are in the water. 2 more dinosaurs 
are by the volcano. How many dinosaurs are 

there in all? 

Optional Practice: 

There were 4 dinosaurs by the tree and 1 in the 
water. How many dinosaurs are there?

__________ and __________ make __________
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I went to the pumpkin patch and saw 2 pumpkins in a wagon and 2 
pumpkins on the ground. How many pumpkins did I see at the pumpkin 

patch?  

__________ and _________ make ____________
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Bat Craft
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Oo
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KinderMath¥
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Name:
Using Objects to Add

and

Directions: Write the missing numbers to complete the statement.

make

and make

and make

and make

6 2

9 1

Directions: Illustrate your own picture and write the total.
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Spiders and Bats

Both
BatSpider
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___ and ____ make ______

___ and ____ make ______

___ and ____ make ______

___ and ____ make ______

Halloween
Count and Add!


